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Abstract 

This thesis reports a study of the triplet of (purely translational) Slichter modes or 

inner core oscillation Cor a simplified uniformly rotating Earth model with spheri

cal elastic inner core, spherical rigid fixed mantle and neutrally stratified, com

pressible liquid core. A variational principle is used to solve the subseismic wave 

equation, which is used to model the liquid core dynamics. The investigation 

shows the utility of the subse:smic wave equation Cor describing a long-period os

cillation, with the effects or higher order harmonics in the displacement field taken 

into account. For the first time, a numerical estimate of error involved in making 

the subseismic approximation is given for a particular mode. The eigenperiod or 

the Stichter mode is found to be around 5 hours for neutrally stratified liquid core 

with total mass constrained by PREM ( 1g8l) data. The effect or the Earth's rota

tion is to split the mode into a triplet with eigenperiods 12CO shorter, 2% shorter, 

and 10% longer. The effects of compressibility of the liquid core and elasticity of 

the inner core are to increase the eigenperiod by abou:. 0.6% and g«!Q respectively. 

The sttidy can be regarded as a preliminary numerical attempt to describe 

gravitational/inertial oscillations of the Earth by the subseismic wave equation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to explain an unidentified spectral peak (with pE>riod about ~6 minutt>s) 

appearing at the lower frequency end of the gravity spectrum rt>corded during t ht

large Chilean earthquake of May 22. 1Q60, Stichter ( 1g6l) proposed a nt>w kind of 

mode. He suggested that a gravitational perturbation of the approximate ohst>n·t>d 

magnitude and period could reasonably be produced by translational oscillations 

of the inner core as a rigid body in the surrounding liquid corE'. Becaust> thP 

period of this SlichtPr rn0dt> would be an extremely sensitive indica, . r of tht> d"n

sity contrast across the inner core boundary . a series of efforts has been ;nade to 

detect this mode, but so far unsuccessful. For example, after carefully analysing 

tte earth tides data from South Pole, Jackson ::nd Stichter (IQ74) wert> unable to 

cietect evidence of inner core free oscillation in a record of nearly one yt>ar dura

ti0n (October 1970 to September lQil) there. Theoretical studies of various pos

sible effects on the mode (rotation, compressibility and viscosity of the liquid cor··, 

elastic it:: of the inner core and mantle, ellipticity of the Earth a1 d g<'omagnetic 

field) have also been carried out since then. 

The model that Stichter (1Q61) considered consists of a rigid inner c >rt' , an inviscid 

spherical liquid outer core and a rigid spherical mantle. Such a systPm twhavPs a." 

a simple linear vibrator, and the circular frequency of the system is split by thP 

Earth's rotation into a polar mode and equatorial modes . . :-Jlicbter assumed that 

gravitation was the dominant restoring force, but also considered the effPct of 3n 

additional restoring force due to rigidity of the outer core, small enough ( ,...._, 109 

Njm2) to be consi;;tent with failure to detect seismic shear waves thf'fe. 
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The rffl'<.'ts of Coriolis force due to Earth's rotation .m different polarizations of a 

Slirhter oscillation were first discussed clearly by Busse ( Hl7 4 ). He examineJ 

thN>reticnlly the pffects of r· <ation and the finite radius of the outer core on cal-

culatinns of the Slichter eigenperiod. and suggested that the action of the Coriolis 

forcP. on the motion of the fluid in the outer core and its finite radius may change 

the period by as much as 50CO from that predicted without taking these effects 

into account. He used cylindrical system of coordinates to formulate a mathem~ti-

cal approach , but restricted quantitative discus~ion to the polar mode (oscillation 

in the direction of the axis of rotation) and left the equatorial modes for a qualita· 

tive perturbation analysis. An asymmetric splitting of the irequency happens in 

~uch an oscillation (at least for a small ratio of rotation frequency to the polar fre-

1 
quency of the vibration), namely 2 {w + +w _) < wp' where wp is the polar .re-

quency, w + , w_ are frequencies of the eastward and westward-travelling waves 

respectively due to vibrations in the equatorial plane viewed in the rotating frame. 

But note that Busse's equation (21) has misprints, which we take this opportunity 

to corrl'ct: 

Po Po 4,.. Po Po 
{(a (2 +-a ) -a 1-r? + -Gp (1- -)(1 +-a 1} 1/ 2 

1 p. 1 olp . 3 o p. p. o 
I I I I 

±----------------------------------------
Po 

(1 +-a ) 
P· o 

I 

Busse a..'lsumed the liquid core ,..s incompressible an ·i homogeneous, but pointed 

out that compressibility and stratification would play an important role on the 
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mode under discussion. The influence of tht.> innt-r cort- t-l~ticity on tlw ;)~<'illatil'n 

is neglected in Busse's analysis. 

The spherical harmonic representation of displacement fil'lds leads to normal 

modes of spheroidal and toroidal type, which <'an t.>xist. indrpendf.'ntly in a non

rotating spbt>rically-stratified Earth, but are coupled by r0tation. Cr, lS~ ~f.'Y ( 1 Qi ;) ) 

was the first one to point out. that the Stichter mode should be regardt>d as the 

first undertone (period > 1 hour) of the n = l set of spheroidal mod••s, cor

responding to a displacemt>nt field S~. Rotation of the Earth and cnmpressibilit.y 

o( the liquid core were taken into account . F ullowing Cros~ley, we reserve the 

term 'Slichter-type oscillati0n' for the undertones of longer period which are pos

sible when the liquid core is stably stratified. In the liquid core, Crosslt.>y took into 

account both the modification of S~ due to the Coriolis force ('self-coupling') and 

the toroidal field T; which th~ Coriolis force induces from S~. AJI further 

spheroidal-toroidal couplings were neglected. In the solid inner core and mantle, 

only self-coupling was taken into account. 

Smith (H)76) also used a 2-term expan!'ion to n•present the displacement field, but 

in both solid ;nner core and mantle, as w~>ll a.<~ in tht> liquid rore. Ry rnmparison 

with Busse's (197 4) results, Smith found that stratification c.f the liquid core and 

elasticity of the inner core may have a significant influenct> on the Stichter rr.ode: 

about 20% increment in eigenperiod of the polar mode was obtained in Smith's 

calculation for an elastic inner core and neutrally stratified liqui<i >re model ( T = 

7.653 hr), comparing to that of Busse ( T ~ 6.3Q7 hrl, which assumed a 

homogeneous incompressible liquid core and a rigid inner core. Note that both 
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mod<'ls use a same fractional density JUmp across muer c:)re boundarv 

Pre- Po • 
( ~ 0.0328), and N 2 = 0, where ~(r) is the Brunt Yaisala frequency. El-

Po 

lipti..:ity o( the Earth was also taken into account by Smith. 

In our study, we will try a different approach to the problem by applying the sub-

seismic wave equation (Smylie and Rochester, 1Q81) to describe the Slichter mode 

for a simplified uniformly rotating Earth model with a spherical homogeneous 

clastic inner core, a spherical rigid fixed mantle and a neutrally stratified self-

gravitating, compressible liquid core. With rotation, elasticity o( U. • inner core, 

compressibility and stratification or the liquid core taken into acconnt, we ho?e to 

investigate the Slichter mode more economically and completely. It will also be a 

test or the utility or the subseismic wave equation in long-period theoretical 

geodynami<'s. We will begin with a restricted Earth model to establish the basic 

characteristics or the Slichter mode. We then relax the restrictions step-by-step t :> 

reach a mod!'l which allows for (i) the elastic response of a homogeneous, selC-

gravitating inner core to flow pressure of the neutrally-stratified compressible liq-

uid outer core, (ii) rotation, with self-coupling in the inner core and higher cou-

piing in the liquid core. The governing l'quations are solved by applying a varia-

t ional principle. 

To fix ideas, we take Earth structure data frr:n the PRE~t mod!'l (Dziewonski 

and Anderson, 1981): radius of the Earth 6371 km, radius of core-m::ntle bound· 

ary 3480 km, radius of the inner core 1221.5 km; total ma:,s or the Earth 

5.Q74X 1024 kg; compressional \·elocity function (km s·1) in the outer and inner 

core o( r) LC = 11.0483 4.0362(r/c) + 4.8023(rjc)2 
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a(r)/C = 11.2622 - 6.3640(r/r)2, sht>ar velocity functiOn (km s· 1) in tht> innt>r 

core d(r) = 3.6678 - 4.4475(r/c)2 (where c = 6371 km); average densit :• of thl· in

ner core Pic= l2.8Q36X 103 kgjm3 , which is the mPan dt>n!'ity of PRE\1; gra\'ita.

tional constant G = 6.6732 X 10"11 m3 kg"1 s·~ . A density profile for a neutrally

stratified, compressible liquid core is obtained later, but as a romJ.· ,rison we will 

also use that of PREM in eigenperiod computation. 

2. STARTING MODEL FOR THE SLICHTER MODE 

2.1. Simple Pendulum Model 

The simplest model we assume contains a spherical rigid inner core, a ;,;pherical 

rigid fixed mantle, and a homogeneous, inviscid. incompressible liquid outE>r core. 

The Stichter mode is an oscillation in which the geometric centre of the inner core 

suffers a purely translational displacement from the Earth's cPntrP of mass (wh irh 

we take as the gE.>ocentre). Conservation of linear momentum requirE.>s that the lat

ter point remains fixed in inertial space, so toe gPometric centre of t he mantle will 

have to move in the opposite di1 .:tion to that of the inner core centre, but with a 

much smaller amplitude because of t be enormous mass of mantlt> (68~"(, of wholl' 

Earth). Bec:1use of this, and also for mathematical simplicity, we will a.c;sume hPre 

the core-mantle boundary is rigid-fixed . The prind pal rPstoring force on tht> dis

placed inner core is the gravitational force, r.roduced by the attraction of that 

portion of the outer core Ouid (with constant density p
0 

throughout) in the shaded 

'cavity', on the sphere which has the radius of inner core a and the differential 

density piC- p
0

, where Pfc is the average density of the inner core (Fig. I). 
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mantle 

Figure 1: Displaced Inner-Outer Core System. 
o: geocentrt>; CAIB: core-mantle boundary 
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Figure 2: Vector Relationships in Displared lnnPr-OutN Core SystPm . 
Pre density of the innercore; p

0
: densit.y of the li4uid cort~; 

a: radius of inner eore bound ~ ry (ICB) ; 
~3: inner core displacement; o : geocf'ntrf'; 

R: field vector; R': source vector 
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The gravitational restoring force on the inner core is 

A 
F =Gp f d3R·f (Pre-P )d:!R-

g 0 } cat·ity 1 ~ph ere · 0 R 2 
( 1) 

where RR = R'- R (Fig. 2) 

Since the inner core is spherically stratified, the second integral in expression (I) 

can be written as 

i 3 il 
(p - p )d R-

~phrre /C o R'2 

Thus we have 

·h 3~ ,. d
3
R' F =-Gp (p - P )a R'--. 

g 3 o IC o cat·ity R • 2 
(2) 

Now suppose ~3 is the displacement of the inner core from geocentre (we are free 

to ~boose it in the e3 direction for convenience), then R.· . ~3 = ('OSl/. Berause of 

symmetry (Fig. 2), the integral in (2) is 

"' d3R' d3R' f a·--= e f c·>s \)·--1 cat•ily R' :l 31 cat·ity R • 2 

= e df' cos v/ sin 1/l' d./ dR '. 
" /u21r lc1r ioutPr bou11dary C'/ rat'ily 

3 0 0 a(ICB) 
(3) 

As in Fig. 2, on the outer boundary of the cavity, R' can be found from relation 

(a + ~f.!= R' 2 + l!2 + 2R' l! cos v•', 



g 

. ., .., ., ., . • 1 1 ., 
1.e. R I=- c cos-~··+ [ti~cos -\,· + (a+W-<'i·j • 

SubstituteR' and (3) ;nto (2), we have 

F 
~ .. 

g = - w ~-.\fie Ee3. II) 

where M 1c is mass of the inner core, and 

which is identical to the expression found by SlichtE'r 11961) :md Bus~t· ( Hl7·1). 

The whole-Earth centre of mass now is located between the (l;r•o,·t•nt rt> and t h" 

centre of the displacl'd innl'r core, at di ,;tance ~ ~ from the formN. ' · h" re 1 i~ a cor-

4~r 3 
rection factor. The mass J'iPic-p

0
)a is distributed spherically about thl' r l'ntrP or 

the displaced innN core. and the mass .\fm + .\fLC' + 4 r p
0

a1
;:: ; ; dist.ribut 1•d 

spherically about geocentre, where Mm and .\ILC are mass of thc .. .. 1tlf> and lirt 

uid core respectively. The dE>finition of the centre of mass ~~;ives 

4~r 3 4~r 1 
-:-(piC- p )a (c - a)=(.\/ + .\ILC + -p a· )d, 3 o m 3 o 

by which the correction factor t is obtained: 

PJc- Po 
t=---l' AI IC' 

(6) 

(7) 

where V
1
C = 47ra3/3, .\J is the mass of whole Earth. For r small .:nough we ran 

reasonably take the geocentre as the centre of whole Earth mass . •.,•. ac;sume that 

the origin of the inertial reference frame coincidt>s with the geocentr1•. Rf'ferring to 



PRE\f, piC- p
0 

= O.i273 X lO:l kg/m3
• t is found to be about 0.001. whic:-h is ade-

quate to support our assumption. 

2.2. EfTect of Flow Pressure ln Outer Core 

B('side the dominant gravitational restoring force acting on entire inner corf>, there 

is an additional force developed by liquid core Oow acting on the inner core 

boundary. Recall the equation of motion in a deformable rotating solid subject to 

hydrostatic prestress 

-pw2u + 2i(o.•pnkxu = V·r+ p~Vl + v( pu·go)- gov·(pul, (8) 

(Smylie 8.:. Mansinha, 1971, and lecture notes of Rochester. 1Q86). where rand l·1 

are respectively the additional stress and the Eulerian disturbance in gravitational 

potential due to deformation or/and displa<'ement, and n is t~e constant rot~tion 

speed or the Earth reft>rence frame. For a homogeneous non-rotating rie;id inner 

rore, p = piC' u = te3 , a= 0, this equation reduces to 

Integrating (9) over the ,·olume or the deformed inner core, 

= r·r dS + Pfc r( "I+ ~3-g )dS, h "- J, ,., ,_, ,. 
ICB ICB 0 

( 10) 

using Gauss' theorem and the spherkal shape of the inner <'Ore boundary . lnvok-

ing the <'ontinuity of the normal strcc:s and v·
1 

across the inner core boundary, we 

have 
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( I I ) 

where all quantities in tb(' intr>grals are ev:1luated on thP !iquiri sidt> or i('/1, and 

P1, the perturbation pressure. is defined by 

r= - (P1(r) + p
0
u ·g

0
) i 

in the liquid core. 

We have assumed a sphNical homogt.>neous rigid inn(' r <'ort> and a spht>ri<'al 

,. ,.. " homogeneous incompressihl(' liquid uter <'Or(', ben<'e g
0
(r) = · g

0
(rlr. n = · r ' Ill 

ICB and ~ = r on C.\IB. 

Substituting (9) and (11) into (8) and using Gaus-;' theort>m gin 

( 12) 

( 13) 

At point r in outer core, ~·1(r) can be expressed as 
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\.
1
(rl = G f u' · v'(R

1 
)dm' 

jLC+IC 

= Gp f u' · v' ( R
1 

)d\' ' + Gp1c te3 · { v' (Rl )d\ . '. 
0 }Lc }IC 

( 14) 

First term on the RHS ean be written 

<ip [v' 0 (u'-)- -v· 0 u']d\'" ' ! 
1 1 

0 LC R R I 

but v· u' = 0 by incompressible assumption in the liquid eore, then 

t 1 t 1A = Gp U
1 R 0 n'dS' + Gp/C~3· R N I dS

1

, 
0 ICB+C.\fB ICB 

( 15) 

,., 
wh ere D1 points out of liquid core and N I ig the surface normal or the inner core. 

... B ,. ,. " B . By not..1~ R 1·U' = 0 on CAl , and D
1
·U' = n'·6e3 on /C , we fmally have 

,. fl• dSI 
\ 'l(r) = G(po -p/c)le3·JcB R (16) 

R in ( 16) is the distance from source point r' to field point r whkh can be ex-

panded in Legendre polynomials. For r I < r, 

1 1 Xl r 1 - =-"' (-)"P (cos.,~), R. rL- r n 
n=-0 

(17) 

where eostJ·1 = t I ·r. Upon using ( li), and setting ~· = -r' on the ICB, the sur-

411 o3 

faee integral in ( 16) for r in the outer core or on the JCB is found to be - 3 3 r , 
r 
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where 

F =(Pic- p ) { r(~·l + ~3·g )dS 
g 0 }ICB 0 

=- f P l'1(r)rdS 
}ICB 0 

41r ,. t .. =--G(p/C- Po)p a ~3 . rrdS 
3 ° ICB 

, I " =- w,·A IC re3• 

( 1~) 

( Hl) 

(20) 

which is identical to equation (I) (considering non-homogenPity or the innPr ('ore 

gives the same result), and 

F =- p f x rdS. 
P 0 }ICB . 

where for mathematical convenience we define 

P
1
(r) 

' = --- \t'l(r), 
Po 

(21) 

(22) 

(one may <'all it 'intermPdiary potential' for the role it plays between P1/P 0 and 

In order to evaluate F , we look at momentum conservation equation in the liquid 
p 

outer core (Smylie & Rochester, 1g8l) 
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(23) 

In 0ur case n = 0 (non-rotating), o = 0 and v·u = 0 (homogeneous in<'ompres-

sibll'), the flow motion is then goYerned by 

(2-t) 

i.e. flow is irrotational, and x also satisfies Laplace equation v2\ = 0 in the liquid 

core. The latter suggests a solution with a form of 

oo Bn 
x ="(A r" +--)PI co.: 9). 
~ n ,n+l n 
n=O 

(25) 

There is no ' dependence here because of the absent:'e of rotation. An and Bn are 

of ordN ~-

Boundary conditions at inner core boundary and core-mantle boundary are 

D·U=O, 
" " " n·u = n·be3 

on C.\18 
on /CB 

or by equation (24) 

t.e. 

n·t\ = 0, on C.\18 
A 'Ill. A 
n·V\- w-n·~ on /CB - 3' 

a\ 
-=0 ar 
a\ ·l 
-=<'~.:-cos 8 ar 

on CA!B(r =b) 

on ICB(r =a) 

Substituting (25) into (28). on thl' core-mantle boundary we havt> 

(26.a) 
(26.b) 

(27.a) 
(2i .b) 

(28.a) 

(28.b) 
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B,. 
nA -(n+l~=O, 

n bZn+1 
n = 0,1,2, · · · 

and on the inner core boundary we have 

281 
A --- •w2 1 - Q , 

a3 

Bn 
nA -(n+l~=O, 

n a2n+l 

n=l 

n = 0,2,3, · · · 

From (29), the following results are obtained 

( 29.tr) 

(~9 b) 

(29.r) 

(30.a) 

(~O.b) 

(3D .. ~ ) 

and wit bout loss or generality we take A
0 

= 0 since it merely adds a constant to 

X· Thus we arrive at an analytic solution (Lamb, 1932) 

c w2a3 b3 

,(r,e) =--- (r +-)cos 11. 
b3-a3 2r2 

(31) 

Placing this expression in (21 ), we have 

6 w2a b3 +2a3 
,.. 

F = -- ( ) P f 1·cos edS 
P b3-·a3 2 ° j ICB 

2 ... 
= w Mu:: I be3, (;)2) 

where 
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(33) 

The force F is seen to reduct> thE' total restoring force in the system, it is equiv
P 

alent to an increase of the inertia of :he innPr core. For PHE\t (Dziewonski and 

AndNson, 1081), f ~ 0 .. )36, this increase is about 50c-o. 

Substituting F and F back to ( 19), we find the oscillation frt>quency 
g p 

v.~=---

i 1+/)1/2' 
(3·t) 

where :.;
8 

is as in (5). Thus the simple model we presented here predicts the period 

of the Slichtt>r mode for a non-rotating Earth \\ itb rigid innt>r corE' and mantle, 

homogeneous incompressible liq 1id oute· corE' to be 

2w 2w( I+ /)1/ 2 
r = -- = _ ___;, __ . (35) 

T is very sensitive to the Earth model adopted . For PREM ( HJ81), PJc = 

12.8936X 103 kgfm3, p
0 

= 12.1663X 103 kgfm3, we have T = 1.94 hr. (This 

result is reproduc('d in the limiting-case of our model in Section 7 , see uppE'r left-

hand portion of Table 3.) [31 t P tsse ( lQ74) used Pic = 12.3X 103 kg/m3
, p0 = 

12.0X 103 kgfm3, which leads him to T = 7.59 hr. 
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2.3. Effeet or Linear Momentum of the Mantle 

Finally we need to have a look at the linear momt>ntum or tht- Earth in the modl'l: 

PIC+ P LC ( momentum of liquid core and inm•r cor~.> ) 

= .\1/C ( ; ...,.t-e3) +Po J./""udl' 
tp 

= L.\1/C ~3 + ;.;o !tc \' \d\ . 

Fp+Fg p0 

=i:.·[- +-f D\dSJ 
""2 ,}}C.\fB+ICB 

=- [- F + p D\dS I I t • 
w g ° CMB 

=.: [- F + j' ~(Pl- p l ',)dS I 
w g C.\18 " 

= _: [ f nP
1
dS- (F +P f ~ l'

1
dS l]. 

w }c.\tB g o jc.\m 
(36) 

using equation ( 19) and (21). For r in thE' out t>r ror~.>, 

(;3i) 

and at core-mantle boundary 

3 
, _.,. a ·" ' 

l 1(b) = -G(p/C - p )- ce3 ·r . 
3 . 0 b2 

Then we have in equation (36) 

F + P f 8 r1ds = o. 
g 0 jC.\fB 

(39) 

Since u ·g =0 at core-mantle boundary, we can add a zero integral into (36), i.*' 
0 
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't ,.. =- N ·7dS 
w CMB 

(rate or change of momentum of mantle), ( 10) 
w 

" where N =- D at core-mantle boundary, points out or mantle. necause of .,pheri-

cal symmetry and homogeneity assumption, neithN iuner core nor outer core exert 

a gravitational a(t:ac ,on on mantle, then 

I 

PIC+ PLc =: [i ...... (r.wmentum of mantle) J 

=- momentilm or mantle 

= -iw.\1 ( -tt). m 
( 41) 

So by neglecting t we fail by a small amount to conserve momenturn over the 

whole Earth. 

From equation (30) we see that the only non-zero coefficients of the solution x are 

..t
1 

and 8
1
. It can readily be proHd by spheroidal :md toroidal representation of 

di~placemen t fields in a spherically-stratified Earth that the only possible con-

tributioo to change in location of centre of mass of the inner core (or the whole 

Earth) is from n = 1 spheroidal terms. This is the basis of Crossley's (1Q75) 

description of the Slichter mode as the first undertone of the n = 1 spheroidal 

modes. 
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Our simple model is still very far from reprt>st•nting tht• l::uth rt>alistlc:dly . T,, 

morlel the Slichter modt> mort> rigvrously. we are going tn rt>bx tholSP thrt•t> rt>strk

tions (assumptions of a non-rotating reft•rt>nre framE>, homog.-nt>nus and itll'ompr• .

sible outer core and rigid inner core) tmposed on thE> st arttng n~< Hit> I and t n to 

find the effects of each restriction on thE> Stichter mode. Thus WP arr in• at a n·la

tively more realistic Earth model (i.e. rotating, compr••ssibh•. n··u I rally-st rat if It'd 

outer core and homogeneous elastic inner core). By furlht>r gt>nPralizing to non

neutral stratification of the liquid core, we allow negative buoyancy for<·P to f'Xist 

tht>rt>, so all corresponding undertones (of longer period than tht> first) will :lppPar. 

But we will not explore those undertones in thE> prt>sent study . 

3. THE SUBSEISMIC WAVE EQUATION IN THE LIQUID 

CORE 

3.1. The Subselsmie Approximation 

S~>veral researchers (e.g. Busse ( 1g7 l), Crossley ( 1975), Smith ( Hl76)) havf' shown 

that taking orr any (or all) restrictions on the simple model discussed in previous 

section will greatly increase the complexity and computational difficulty of the 

mathematical approach to the problem. While removing some restrictions can be 

said only to cause minor difficulties in analysis and computation. the effect of 

b.king rotation into account is to introduce difficulties which are very grave. From 

previous review we see that the classical approach to free oscillation theory is to 

represent the perturbation fields as a superposition of spherical harmonics. The 

weakness of the spherical harmonic representation for such long-period oscillation 

(gravity /inertial) modes is that the presence of Corio lis force due to Earth's rota-
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tion couples the resulting sets of ordmary difrt'renti:J.I equations ill tht• liquid rore 

into an infinitely long chain with coupling parameter or order 1 ( ........ ln/..;1, trun-

ration of which is almost cNtain to raise serious questions about ' '>nvergenre. ~o 

far all attE-mpts to include more terms in the ~pherical harmonic expansion have 

bet>n st>verl'ly limited because of the ·"suiting computational burden. For examt-Jie, 

Crossley ( 1975) and Smith ( 1976) carried the coupling chain of spherical harmonic 

representation only as far as n = 2 in the liquid core. 

In the hope of overcoming this partic11lar ifficu.ty, S01ylie and Rochester (1Q81) 

suggested filtering out a('oustic modes by neglectin~ the effect of flow pressure on 

compression, compared to the effect of displacement ough the hydrostatic pres-

sure field . In the liquid core, the perturbation prPssure P1 is governed by equation 

of state 

(42) 

which can be written as 

p u·g 
1 0 

-V·u=-+-
2 2 ' p

0
a a 

(43} 

where a is the compressional wave speed. Dy applying subseismic approximation 

{Smylie and Rochester, 1Q81), (43) reduces to 

U·lo 
~-u=--., ' 

Q~ 

which is valid only as long as 

(44) 
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I t.'l l 

I.('. 

(·Ill) 

We assume that the simple model considered in section 2 is a good first ap-

proximation for evaluating eigenperiod of the Stichter mode. This suggt•sts that 

results obta~ned there can be used to estimate \ + l'1 and U·&
0 

in (46), with which 

to test the validity or the subseismic approximation a.-; we approach a m1,re realis-

tic liquid core model. Because the simple modrl assumes incompressibility in the 

liquid core (a- oo, V·u- 0), the second term in (46) is not directly involved. 

Taking u, x and l-'1 in the outer core from (24), (31) and (37): 

3 
,. 1 goa 6 b3 

u·• =- g r ·( -V'") = ----'1 --)cos 8 
Do o 2 ·" 3 3' 3 ' 

"' b -a r 
(4i ) 

(48) 

Then for subseismic approximation to be valid the following relation must hold: 

(4Q) 

Clearly the dirriculties will be greatest as r - b. For T = 4 Q4 hr, r = O.Qb, and 



r PIC 
g (r) = Q.8 m s·2 , we have\..' ;.::::::: 3 .. )3X 10-4 s - 1, -::::::- 3.:lX 105 s 2, -;::::;; 1.06, 

0 9o Po 

1 1 
r. -II ::::::: 0.72, and (1 - ;

3
);::::;; o.g6. Then LHS of (36) ::::::: l.3X 10-2, RIIS of (36) 

b'l-a3 ~ 

UIS _I) • 

;::.::; 0.271 , HiiS::::::: 4.8X 10 M' J.e. the subseismic approximation 10 liquid core 

dynamics involves an error of less than 5% (t>ven fairly dose to the core-mantle 

boundary). 

Tht error estimated ht>re is rather large, compared to the expected error of order 

O. l<o frcm the sc.J.Iing argument of Smylie & Rol'hester jl(l81). A more reliable 

calculation of the error in' >lved in the subseismic appro'<imation would require 

using the \, l.
1
, u·g

0 
lor the neutrally-stratified compressible outer core obtained 

by invoking that approximation (rather than the more stringent one of incompres-

sibility). This would probably show that subseismic approximation i~ considerably 

bettn than our simple estimate suggests. 

3.2. The Subseismie Wave Equation 

!':ow the equation of state takes the form of ( t4), which can be written 

(50) 

where p
0
+ is a modified den~ity function (Friedlander, 1Q88): 

tr 1 
p+(r) = p (r) exp ( -8(r)dW) 

o o a 2 o 
Q 

la
r 1 

= p (a) exp (- -g (r)dr) 
0 G 2 0 

Q 

for spherical stratification , {51) 
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where a(r) is the stability parameter of the liqu1d <''~ft>, which mt•asurts the !OiZt' 

and sign of any departure of the density gradiPnt from purPly adiabati<' str:\tifir<L-

tion (Pekeris and Accad. 1972). 

On substituting !·H), the mon.entum conser.ation Pquation (~3} bPronws 

t) " ~ - w·u + 2i:.~nkxu =- ~\: + -• u·g , oo o 
a· 

... 
where :Jk is the angular velocity of <he uniformly-rotating refNI'nre fnmt• .vit.h 

respect to which .iisplacements u are mt'asured . Equat.on (52) can be abbreviated 

as 

1 .., 
u = - r.v .... 

t) •l \1 

w·(a*-1) 

w 
<7=-

2{} 

,., ·).. ,. ,. c•c .. ,., 
r = u*l- kk- -- + iuk X 1 

8 

(RocbestPr 1089, Smylie & RochPSter 1081). 

( .• 3) 

(54 .b) 

(54.r) 

( :).tJ) 

By combining equations (50) and (53), we obtain the subseismic wave eiJuation 

(55) 
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(Rochestt>r, 1Q30). which is subject to the bound:uy conditions appropriate to the 

model adoptt>d. 

V
1 

sat isries Poisson's Pqllat ion in the liquid core 

v2V1 = 4"C\-(p
0
u) 

= ·hG'(~ p ·u + p V'·u). 
0 0 

{56) 

But the d('nsity or : ~e liquid con is subject to tL~ rollr,wing t-quation 

Po 
\p = {l-3)-g. 

0 2 0 
a 

(57) 

whNe o is the <'omprt-ssional wave speed in the li•iuid core. Then by using equa-

tion (5i) and t>quat·on of state (·H), the Poisson's eq tit o becomes 

U·g 
v2t·

1 
=- 411Gp a-

0
. (58) 

0 ll 
()~ 

3.3. Neutral Stratlneatlon 

For a D('Utrally stratified outer core, r reduces to the Poincare dyadic 

(5Q) 

and Pj(r) = p
0
(r). Thus (55) redl...:e:. to 

v.," ;: · ~\) = o 
0 p 

(60) 
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or Lpx = 0, where LP is a linear operator. !'\ow as ;j - 0 , l '
1
1rl satisfit•s 

L3: lace's equation in the neutrally stratifi£>d liquid corP, i.P. \~\·1 = 0 . This 

result " :II be seen, in next section, to have such advantagE's th'lt wr will ht>nrr'-

forth regard the liquid core as neutrally stratified. 

4. ELASTODYNAMICS OF THE INl'iER CORE 

The assumption of a rigid inner ror<· has greatly simplifit-d our analy!"is of thf' 

problem, but at the same time lPd us away frnrr rPality, t-spt-rially for thP Slirhtt>r 

modes wbirh are generated by inner <'Ore translatiom.l osrillation. Elastic dt-for-

mation of the inner core reduces the effective gravitational restoring force in the 

oscillation, thus increasing its vibration period . 

4.1. AJP Deserlptton of Elastle Deformation of a RotatlnJt, 

Homogeneous Inner Core 

For simplicity, we consider a homog;en"<>us, spherical elastic inner core in whi<-h 

Lame parameter >., rigidity IJ and density ~ , are constant throughout. Tht-.. 
gravity acceleration gofrJ in this homogeneous sphere is 

where 

4~r 

r= 3 c Pfc 

(61) 

(62) 

In a uniformly rotating reference frame, the inner core u1dergoes an Plastic deCor-

mation responding to the force F , i.e. to the intermediary potential X· The equa
P 

tion or motion or the inner core in the deformed state is expressed by equation (8), 

with p =piC' u = u10 
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·l , A 

-Pte w·u!C + 2&wp!C nkX U[C 

But 'Pfr = 0 bPre since wt> have assumed a homogeneous inn~>r core, , > 

or 

which can be writ.ten as 

The displacement field u1c must satisfy equation (66) and Poisson's equ .1tion 

~2l'1 = ·hGp1cv·u1c 

( fl.l) 

(61) 

(65) 

(ti6) 

(67) 

Following Alterman, Jarosch and Pekeris (1Q5Q), we represent u1C and l-r1 10 

spherit·al harmonics as follows: 

oo n 

u1c = E L (u~r + n·~V- t~rx~)l':, (68) 

n-o m:o:::o:-n 

oo n 

VI= L L #~(r)~, (6Q) 

n=-0 m--n 



d 1 . . d m m d "' an use t .t>lr y . notat10ns to t>note u , v an ~ 1 t>arh of which is a func tion 
1 n n n 

orr·: 

th~n 

m 
Y = tl 

3 " I 
m 

Ys = '~n' 
dy5 

y6 = dr- 41rGp/C Yt· 

'tm y. = . ' 
' n 

oc n dy1 2y1-n(n+l)y3 m 

v·u/c= I: I: ldr+ r ]l". 
n-O m=-n 

00 ' · dy3 y3-yl n 

vxu/C =I: L {-vx[r( dr +-,-)}:I 
n==O m=-n 

Define y2, y4 and y8 as 

dy
1 

2y
1
-n(n+l)y3 dy1 

Y2 = >.(dr + r ) + 2"' dr ' 

dy3 y3-yl 

Y4 = ~o~( dr - -r-)' 

dy1 y1 
Ys = ~o~( dr - -;)-

(iO) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73.a) 

(73.b) 

We now substitute (68)-(73) into equations (66) ana !67). Crossley and Rochester 

(Igso) showed that the latter can be written, for n = 1, 
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whl're 

dyl 
~ = dr + 2(yl-y3)/r, 

l78) 

dy3 
H = dr - (yl-y3)/r, 

(iQ) 

(80) 2 X.+2~o~ 
Q =-, 

PJc 

132 = ..!:.. (81) 

PJc 

a and J3 are respectively compressional 1.nd shear wa ' speeds in sc :id inner core. 

N•'te that in (76) we take into account only self-coupling by dropping terms in y1 

and y
3 

of degree 3. Superscript (2), which will be dr0pped later, indicates degree 2. 
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4.2. Boundary Condltlona at ICB and a Load Love Number 

I( we represent x as 

oo n 

\(r,9,~) = L L \;(r)P,;'(cosll)eim¢, 

n-=1 m--n 

the boundary conditions prescribed at inner core boundary are 

(83) 

(84) 

(85) 

which are based respectively on continuity o( the sh•'ar stress, of the radial com· 

ponent of the normal stress, and of the gravitational potential and gravitational 

Oux across ICB. Here we emphasize that by assuming the liquid core to be 

neutrally stratified, th ~ subsei'lmic approximation permits us to take V1 as bar· 

m 'nic there. 

Now by analogy with the Love number concept from Earth tdes analysis we 

represent the degree-! radial displacement u~ at inner core boundary as 

i.e. 

m x1 (a) 
m m 

u
1 
(a)= y1(a) =- h1 ·-), 

g (a 
0 

(86) 
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m 
x (a) 

I" J hm , 1 riTI ) im~ 
r -u Jcn=- 1 g (a) r 1 (cos8e . 

0 

(87) 

where h~ • is a load Lo\·e number of degree 1 which describes the d1~.t'lacement of 

the inner core in response to the 'intermediary potential' \· Load Lev~ n1 ·mber, n 

> 1 CtAid be similarly defined by the response um(a) to the )( ~d \ mla), but for n n 

simplicity, we here neglect all fields of degree n > 1 in the inner core. 

Upon substitution of (86) and use of boun .ary conditions (83)-(85), we can solve 

equations (74), (75), (76) and (77) to find the load Love numi>er ,, 
1 

' . For details 
1 

see appendix A. Here we write the solution 

1 p
0
(a) :.v(w-2mO)p1C 

-- = 1--- (l+e), 
hm I Pre rp0\a) 

1 

(88) 

where e is the elastic correction factor 

2 
fapo(n) ..J PJc 2mn 2 

{--[1- ~P (a)(1- --;:;-lll 
wap/C o 

(89} e ~ -----------
2ma 482 

5(1- -)(1- -) 
w 3(.~ 

In the case o( rigid iuner core, a - oo, e - 0, (88) reduces to 

1 p
0
(a) w(w-2ma)p/C 

-- =1---------
hm 1 PIC Fp

0
(a) 

1 

(QO) 

If furth.-r let n - 0 in (90}, we get h1
1 for the case of non-rotating, homogeneous 

rigid inner core limit 
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1 Po(a) "}Pre 
=1------

h•' ~'rc rp
0
(a)' 

(Ill) 

(with m dropped because it is superfluous whE'n rotation is ignored.) l'sing (:)), 

(31), (34), (61) and (62) 1t can be shown that (91) IS consistl'nt with tht• rE-sults of 

section 2. 

5. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE FOR THE SUBSEISMIC \VA VE 

EQUATION IN THE LIQUCl CORE 

u.l. Establishing a Variational Principle 

We appeal to a variational principle to soh·e the subseismic wave equation (!>5) in 

the liquid core which is assumed neutrally-stratified and romprt>ssiblE>. WE' define 

the functional 

F = f x• L \dV 
}LC P ' 

intt>grated over the liquid core. with LP given by (60). The variation 

(93) 

We wish to ;how that if t.F = 0 (i.e. F is stationary) for arbitrary b\. tb('n x must 

satisfy the ~ubseismic wave equation, i.e. 

and 

From (93), 

(L \)* = o. p 

cF- [ lex• L X+ ch.(L x)*)dV 
}LC P P 

(Q·i) 
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= f [\ * L ex- c:dL :d*JdV 
}LC P P' 

= f lx*~ · (p r·vcx) -hS·(j) r* vx*JJd'-. 
}LC op op 

(Q5) 

From (59) r is Hermitean, so this last expression reduces to 
p 

f V{x *p r ·Vex- t-v r *·Vx *)dV 
}Lc o P o P 

= f P [x*r ·v6x-cx=:'* .v\*Jnds 
}ICB+C.\IB 0 P P 

+ :..~·(c*-1) p lx*~u ·r)- C\U·rJdS, 'l 'l t ,. A 

CMB 0 

=-w·(c--- 1) p \*r·c(te3)-c\r·(c*e3 )dS, ·J ,., t I .. .. " "' I 
ICB 0 

(Q6) 

using rigid-iixed boundary condition on C"\IB. Substituting (86) and (87) into 

abo\·e result, we finally have 

=0, (97) 



using the orthogonality properties of the spherical harmonics. This l'stabli~ht•s t ht> 

validity of the variational principle based on tbt:> functional F. Now 

F= f x•L xd\/ 
}LC 1' 

= x*p n·r -~\.dS- p v\ •.r ·'\dl t ,..,.,. h .v • 

ICB+CMB 0 P LC 0 P 

=- "-'' (11~-1 )p (a) \ *r·udS- p "\ •-r -t\dl. 2 " t ,. i ,.., . 
0 ICB LC 0 P 

(Q~) 

The surface integral in the last expression, 

(QQ) 

where r = cos9. The final form of the functional is tht:>rt:>fore 

As mentioned earlier, when we let e - 0, {] - 0 and p (r) = p (a), we reduce to 
0 0 
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the simple model of a non-rotating, homogPneous inrompressible ltquid core and 

rigid inner core. It must be interesting to test what result we will get by putting 

those limits into the functional ( 100). l 'sing (5) and (Ql) we have 

41fGp (a) 
<) 

hl'=-----.,-- o') 2 
Po( a) wwp/C 3(..o~8 --w ) 

1-----
Pfc Tp)al 

(101) 

In order to avoid ze1·os in the denominator we build up a new functional by 

modi~: · ing (100) to 

1102) 

When e - 0, n ..... 0 and p
0
(r) = p

0
(a), this becomes 

( 10.1) 

5.2. Trial Functions and Boundary Conditions 

The trial function x used in F need not satisfy the prE.>scribed boundary conditions 

since the latter have been used when developing the functional ( 100). An explicit 

demonstration of this follows for the case e -+ 0, n - 0 and p 
0

( r) = p 
11

( a). By 

choosing \ as same as in section 2 (expression (25)), we have 

(104) 

and 
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oo oo B IJ 
=~ ~ f {[n.-\ r"- 1-(n+l~]lq..t ,q- 1-(q+1r--!:JP (.r)l'(.r) 

L- L- }LC n ,n+2 q q+:.! " q 
q=O n=O r 

B B ( 1_.r'1.) dP (.rl dP (.r) 
n n q q n q •l + (A r + --)(A r + -) --} r~drd.rd > 

n rn+l q rq+l r2 dz dz 

so, 

For J to be stationary, 

()J 
-=0 fJA , 

n 

()J 
fJB =0, 

n 

n=0,1,2, · · · 

( 106) 

( 107) 

From ( 107) we find that the only non-zero quantities are A 1 and R1, which satisfy 

Bl (w/-w2) Pre b3 
A

1 
+ 3- .., P (a) ( 3- 1).41 = 0, ( 10~.a) 

a w~ o a 

( lO~.b) 

A non-trivial solution requires the determinant of the coeffi<'ients of A 1, B 1 to 

vanish, 

so, w = w,, 
(.00) 
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( 110) 

Root (llO) is identical to (34) in sl'ction 2. but root (10Q) W3S not prPdicted b;. 

simple model analysis. HowevN it is clear from (101) that this root is just a math-

Prnatical by-product, since w = :..·, mn.kes h 1' - oc, which is physically inadmis

sible. Substituting ( 110) into ( 108) we find .41 = "!.B
1
jb3 in agreement with (30). 

The fact that we have obtained thf correct expression for the Slichter eigenfre-

quency and eigenfunction by invoking the variational principle based on (75), 

using a trial function which does not satisfy the boundary conditions in advance, 

ic; evid('nce that we can do the same when we usf> ( 100). 

G. DENSITY PROFILE IN THE LIQUID CORE 

8.1. PREM Density Pronle in the Liquid Core 

For density distribution in the inner core and mantle, we have adopted the PREM 

(Dziewonski and AndPrson, 1981). As writtPn in section 3, the density gradient in 

the liquid outer core is given by 

( ll1) 

For a spherically-stratified configuration, this becomes 

(112) 

For a neutrally stratified liquid core, /3 = 0, i.e. the Adams-Williamson condition 

is satisfied. So far we haven 't known ~xactly what /3 looks like in the liquid core, 
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but many authors havl:' taken constant valul' of 1t through th(' liqut.l rorl' for !'en-

venience (Pt>kt>ris and An·ad Hl72. Crosslf'y 1Qi5, etc .). It ha..; bt•f'n pointt>d out 

that the liquid core density profile might be morl:' complirat~.>d than thi~ . :\ mor1• 

realistic model might be stable in some region and nt>utral or uustahll' in ot ht>r 

regions. For example, Kennedy & Higgins ( 1Q73) and Gubbins ( 198:21 suggt•sh•d 

that it is unstable and convectivt> ( P > 0) nPar the innN core boundary , :md 

nPutral or stable (~ < 0) in the rest of the outt>r core. PRE~1 ( IU~I) is so ron-

structed that it has an almost neutrally-stratified outer corP, h·nding slightly 

towards stable stratification near the ICB anJ slightly towards unstab!e stratifira-

tion near the C.\fB. Table 1 lists the density and d distribution in the liqtiid core 

for PREM ( 1Q81 ). !':ote that the density coefficients here are modified to use a 

radial variable u = rjb. 

8.2. Modlf'ylns the Denslt,- Proftle to a Prescribed ;1 

In Section 3, we have assumed tht> liquid core is nt>utrally stratified. < 'onsistf'nt 

with that assumption we wish to modify the PREM density profile so that it. i~ ex· 

actly neutral. We will do this as a special case, with the method we now develop, 

for fitting any prescribed /3. 

From (112), ~is expressed as 

a2 dp0 
~=1+--, 

Pa9o dr 
( 113) 

then ~. computed by ( 113) using our density profile, should be reasonably close to 

its prescribed value everywhere in the liquid core. 
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In order to reduce numerical computation error and make our analysis easier, we 

first scale the density function in the outer core in such a •.• :1y •hat average den-

sity of outer core is unity, i.e. 

4~r~: ~l p*u2du 
.)b 

----=1, 
!4~r( b3 -a3)/3] 

(114~ 

that is, the total mass of the outer core in this non-dimen.:;ional ~-y~tem is numeri-

cally ('qual to its volume 

( ll5) 

where u = r fo, a and b are inner and outer core radius respectively. p* is dimen-

sionless density alter scaling, which satisfies the relation 

p = 'h*. 
0 

Here !!Ca~ing factor pis the average density of the outer core before scaling 

MLC 
p= . 

4lf(b3-a3 )/3 

Similarly, a and g
0 

in ( 113) can also be scaled into dimensionless quantities 

a= a a* 
0 ' 

Yo= gbg*, 

(: 16) 

(117) 

(118) 

(119) 

where a
0 

= a(O), the compressional wave speed in outer core ror r = 0, g6 is 

proportional to gravity at core-mantle boundary gofb). With new variable u, 

dpo 1 dpo 

dr =ida;' (120) 
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then (83) can be rewritten 

( 121) 

where 

( 12::) 

For determining a best-fitting function p*, we us•' a Galerkin method with we•ght

ing functions ui-l to build up following statement 

1 . o*2 dp* 
f u'-11.....-. -,- + u~l-B)]Ju = 0. 

}afb p g uu 
for each a (123) 

We choose a representation p* as 

N 
p*= 2: d/ui-1, ( 124) 

j=l 

then 

N 
p*' - L (j-l)d/ui-2, ( 125) 

j=2 

substituting ( 125) into ( 123), we form a set of non-linear equations 

.v 
"'d .*_4 .. = F., £- ) I) I 

i=1,2, · · · ,N-1 (126) 

j-2 

where 



tO 

(127) 

F .=- u· f 1 
(1-tJ)ui-ldu. 

1 }a/b 
( 1281 

Applying an iteration procedure, (126) can be solvE>d to ohtain coefficients d* :.! ' 

d* 
3

, .. .• d* ,v Here we use mass conservation as only constraint to the problem. 

leaving the total moment of inertia of outer core unconstrained (but this >n-

straint could ea.".IY be added). From mass cons£>rvation ( ll:l), we have 

Thus d
1 
• is found to be 

.V d .• a J . ry 

d * = 1-3..,'"" _rl- (-ll+wJ 
1 ~ '+2l br ' 

. 2} 
j= 

where 

( 129) 

! 130) 

(131) 

;":ote that in the iteration process for solving the non-linear system (123), we use 

previous results of d .*'s to compute p* and g*, so A . . can be integrated numeri-
J IJ 

cally. In the outer core, gravity at r is 

{132) 
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we write this as 

aG( Mrc + .\1 LC) 
g (r) = g* = 3g (b)g* . 

0 ~ 0 
b* 

where g/b) is the gravity at core-mantle boundary . Then scaling factor 

gb = 3g(l(b), 

and 

N dL • 1 c N dL • a 

L 
.. k .. .. k+', 

9• = (1-e) 1 - u + -!-- (1-e) 1~ -1-1 *I 
k+2 u2 3 L., k~2 b ' 

k=1 k=1 

where 

W c also adopted a( r) in the outer core from PREM (as writt(>n in section l) 

4 
~ r t-1 

o(r) = L- c1(R) . 

1=1 

By definition ( 118) we have 

4 

a*= L cl*ut-1. 

l=l 

where 

Starting value of iteration process can be based on PREM's density profile 

( 13:J) 

( 13-1) 

( 135) 

( 136) 

(137) 

( l~X) 

(139) 



4 r . 1 
P - ~ d _l.l-
0- L- J\Rr ' 

I=- l 
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(1401 

where d1 = 12.5818, d2 = -1.2638, d3 = -3.6426 and d4 = -S.5281. By definition 

(116) 

:V 

p* = L d/ui-1 . ( 141) 

j=l 

where 

(142) 

For N = 4, we can choose starting vaiue as d 1* = 1.154193, dz* = -0.063328, 

d
3 

• = -0.0997012 and d
4 

• = -0.0826488. But from computational experiments we 

have learned t~at for a good fJ profile (10"5 can be considered as a gc->d ap-

proximation to )rcs~i'loed zero value of d in neutrally stratified case), N must be 

expanded to at least 10. The starting values or d 
5 
•, d6 • , ... , d 

10 
• can be ch0sen to 

be zero. It.eration is stopped by examining the difference of computed and 

prescribed tJ vaiUf! at chosen points in the liquid core, say lo- jprescribtdli < x, 

where x is a pre-chosen error limit. In our case, fJ .b d = 0 , we choose ;r = pre1cr1 t 

0.5 X 10·5. Table 2 contains computed density coeUicients d .*'s, the density dis
J 

tribution and the fJ distribution (which is evaluated by using computed density 

profile) Cor a neutrally stratified liquid core. For non-neutrally stratified cases, one 

only net>ds to prescribe .8(r) as a function (e.g. linear or non-linear), then ror-

responding density coefficients will be produced by the same proc('dure as in 

neutrally stratified case. 
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Table 1: Density and tJ Distribution in tht> Liquid Core for 
PREMIIQ81) 

---u---
(=r/b) 

0.35101 
0.38346 
0.41591 
0.44835 
0.48080 
0.51325 
0.54570 
0.57815 
0 .61060 
0.64305 
0.67550 
0.707Q5 
0.74040 
0.77285 
0.80530 
0.83775 
0.87020 
O.Q0265 
O.Q3510 
O.Q6755 

1.00000 

---Density Cot>ffi<"it>n ts---

dl = 12.5815 

d2 = -o.6go3 
d3 = -1.0868 

d~ = -o.9oog 

---Density---

(X 103 kgfm3) 

12.166332 
12.1061Q4 
12.041584 
11.972318 
11 .8Q8212 
11.81Q080 

11.734738 
11.645001 
11 .54Q684 
11.448603 
11.341572 
11.228408 
11.108Q26 
10.982g41 

10.850267 
10.710721 
10.564118 
10.410273 
10.24Q001 
W .080118 
Q.Q03438 

---dl u )---

-0.02822 
-0.01828 
-0.010;",2 
-0.00-18-1 
-O.OOOQ8 
0.00131 

0.002-10 
0.002-17 
0.001~2 

0.00067 
-0.00073 
-0.00218 
-0.00316 
-0.00-138 

-0.~·173 

-0.00-131 
-0.002QI 
-0.000.% 
0 .00361 
O.OOQ17 
0.01655 
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Table 2: DPnsity and :3 Distributwn fcJr neutrally stratifi(·d Liquid Core 

---u---
(=rfo) 

0 .3.)101 
0 .38346 
0 .41 .)Q1 
0.44835 
0.48080 
0.51325 
0.54570 
0 .57815 
0.61060 
0 .64305 
0.67550 
o .1o7g5 
0.74040 
0.77285 
0 .80530 
0.83775 
0.87020 
O.Q0265 
O.Q3510 
O.Q6755 
1.00000 

---Density Coefficients---

dl* = 1.1.547830 

d2 * =-0.1180724 

d3 * = 0.32Q11Qg 

d_.* =-1.5822028 

d5 * = 3.05Qg420 

d6. =-4.0Q44424 

d7 • = 3.72gagts 

dg. =-2.230783Q 

dg. = 0.7866311 

dlO. =-0.126021g 

---Density---

1 X 103 kg/m3
) 

12.168237 
12.10g420 

12.045681 
11 .9768Q6 
1l .Q02Q~,7 

11 .823764 
11 .73Q21g 
11.64Q221 
11.553662 
11.452420 
11.345361 
11.232331 
11 .113152 
10.987622 
10.855506 
10.716534 
10.5703g3 
10.416724 
10.25510g 
10.085067 
~Ul06041 

--- ~( u) X 10.s __ _ 

-0. 102484 
-0.177723 
0.014823 

-0.031802 
-0.120501) 
-0.130272 
-0.062772 
0.001734 
0 .025610 

-0.001624 
-0.030754 
-0.047418 
-0.020070 
0.017656 
0.048758 
0.028150 

-0.006532 
-0.042587 
-0.01g283 
0.031823 

-0. 10!!48-t 
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7. SLICIITER MODE EIGENFREQUENCIES: NUMERICAL 

RESULTS 

When using the variational principle ba.st>d on 1100). \\'(> havf> F as a functional of 

\ 

F=Fh). I I 13) 

l'pon choosing a trial function \, we can find eigenfrequ~>ncy for thP Slichtrr osril-

lation by requiring functional F to take an extremal value. Initially wt- chost- a 

trial function as 

L N b /~r(r-a) lw(r-a) · 
, m = ~ "-Ieos + isin b lpnlcos e1e•m~. 

L- L., r b-a -a n 
( 14·1) 

1=1 n=l 

but some extra (false) roots were obtained besides the true one. The situation be-

came worse when we increased N, L. Thus it is apparently important to choose a 

trial function which has a form more directly suggested by the analytic- solution to 

the simple case (non-rotating, homogeneous incompressible liquid outer core, rigid 

inner core), as shown by expression (25). 

Based on this idea, we now choose the trial function to have a form 

N-1 L 

,(r,8,~) = L L di+PN-2)(1-l{ J-(N+llP,"(cos ~ie•m~ 
j=l 1=1 

?.N-2 L 
"' " d j-(N-l I r/TI( S) im~ + L- L., J+(2.'V_ 2111_ 1 { r 1 cos e , ( 145) 

i-N l==l 

or 



(2.V-2)L 
~ d m imd> \(r,B,~) = L- kl/llc e , 
k=l 

whrre 

m v r.f1l {v = j-(N+l) 
l/lk = r r 1 , 

v = j-{N-1) 

k = i+(2N-2)(1-1) 
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for 1 < j ~ .V-1, 

for N < j < 2.\i-2. 

( 146) 

(147) 

Nand L are pre-assigned integers specifying the truncation levei for the powers o( 

radius and degree of Legendre function n ,;pectively. Then the functional has the 

form 

(2.1V-2)L (2N-2,!. 

F= L ~ dkdjHkf 
k-1 j=l 

For F to be extremal, we require that 

oF 
iii= 0, 

p 

that is 

(2N-2)L 

p = 1,2, · · · ,(2N-2)L 

~ d.H .=0, 
L- J PJ 

p=l,2, · · · ,(2N-2)L 

j=l 

or 

HD=O. -- -

For non-trivial D , 

Det( H)= 0. -

{148) 

( 14Q) 

( 150) 

(151) 

(152) 
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Frequencies which satisfy equation ( 152) will be the eigenfrequencit's of t ht- Slkh

ter mode. Table 3 contains results for the various cas£>s discussPd h£>rP, using (i) 

PRE~1 density function, and (ii) density function cakulated in the pr~>sent study 

to ensure tJ = 0. 

8. DISCUSSION 

The Earth model we have considered in this study is simplified, but has most or 

the essential aspects to satisfy our requirement for numerical invt>stigation. hence 

the results presented here can be regarded as a complement to or :\S extension or 

previous research on i!le Stichter mode, and in particular a good dt'monstration of 

the utility of the subseismic approximation in a long-period calculation. Our ach

ievements can be summarised as follows: 

(i) One of the principal achievements of this study is to demonstrate the utility of 

the vari:-.tional principle in long-period free oscillation calculations based on the 

subseis;,1ic approximation. The main advantag£> of adopting a VP is reduction of 

computational effort, especially since integrals involving second derivatives of \ 

can be eliminated from the functional by using the 'natural' boundary condition!4 

(26) and (87). For a neut!~lly stratified, compressible liquid core, the remaining in

tegrals can be evaluated analytically. Even for a non-neutrally stratified liquid 

core, only one int~gral needs to be solved by numerical intt-gration . Of course in 

order to ensure that F provides a variational principle, the linear operator L
11 

in 

our partial differential equation must be Hermitea.n, and the boundary cond1tions 

(26) and (87) ensure this. 

(ii) A second major achie..-em1 nt of this study is that the effects of highPr bar-
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Table 3: Eigt·npcriod of Slichter Mode (in br) 

I. Usi11g dt>nsity function of the liquid core from PREM 
:\'./, non-rotating rotating 

r11=+l m=O 

(I) H i~id innN rore, homog<'n<>ous incompn•ssible liquid core 

N=2,f,=2 
N=~./,=4 

4.38·t 
4.386 

4.854 
4.857 

(2) Higid inner core, neutrally stratified liquid core 

N=2,/-=2 
N=3,f,=4 

HJ68 
4.968 

4.412 
4.415 

4.880 
4.884 

(3) Ela..c;tic inner core, neutrally stratified liquid core 

N='l,/,=2 5.411 4.755 5.296 
N=~,/..=3 5.412 4.759 5.301 
N=4.L=4 5.412 4.759 5.301 
N=r,,L=5 5.412 4.759 5.301 
N=6.f,=6 5.412 4.759 5.301 

II . Using d<>nsity function for a strict h· neutralliguid core 
tv ,I, non-rotating rotating 

m=+l m=O 

(I) H.igid inner core, homogeneous incompressible liquid core 

N='2,L=2 
N=:J,/,=4 

4JH5 
4.945 

4.389 
4.391 

4.860 
4.863 

(2) Higid innN core, neutrally ~tratified liquid core 

N='!.,L=2 
N=:J,/,=4 

4.974 
4.9i4 

4.417 
4.419 

4.886 
4.889 

(3) I·: Ia.:- ~ ic inner core, neutrally stratified liquid core 

N = '!.,/-=2 5.420 4.761 5.304 
N-:J,/,= 3 5.420 4.765 5.3W 
N=j,/,=4 5.420 4.765 5.300 
N=fl,/-=5 5.420 4.765 5.3W 
N=H./,=6 5.420 4.76f, 5.300 

5.422 
5.424 

5.448 
5.450 

5.966 
5.969 
5.969 
:. .969 
5.969 

m=-1 

5.430 
5.432 

5.455 
5.475 

5.975 
5.Q70 
5.979 
5.979 
5.979 
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monies in the displacement field of the liquid c· Jre are rradily tahn into a\·count. 

In our numerical calculation, we have eff~ctively extt>ndrd tht> <'ot piing chain 

beyond Crossley {1Q7.~) and Smith (1Di6), and have dearly obtained conv('rgrnrt• 

to 0.02% by going to L = 3. By choosing simple modt>ls of inner core and mantle, 

we have bren able to focus our attention and computing f'ffort on t h~ · ··pres•·n

tation of the field x in the liquid core. 

(iii) It is significant that carrying terms in the trial function bf'yond L = 3 yirlcts 

no change in the eigenperiod (to within 0 02~ ). This would appear to confirm a 

result ol which Dahlen and Sailor ( 1Q7Q) were uncertain, namely that second-ordt•r 

perturbation theory is accurate enough to give the effects of rotation on the f'igen· 

period of the Stichter mode (wha~h these authors describe as 1.51). This follows 

from the fact that L = 3 represents taking the second stag" from L = I in the 

Coriolis coupling chain. 

(iv) For the first time we have estimated the numerical error committf'ti in adopt

ing the subseismic ap~·rox1mation for a particul:.r long-period mode. A better (a 

posteriori) estimate of error would use the computed eigt• nr•mctions for , (and 

from them the appropriate l '
1 

and u ·g
0

), but we reser\'e this for later study. 

\1eanwhilf' the computational advantagf.'s of the subseismic approximation impel 

us to go ahead with calculations based on it. 

(v) This study shows that choosing a proper trial function is quite critical. As we 

discussed in Section 7, one should be guided, in choosing a trial functio n, by the 

form of solution found for a simplified model. If a vt>ry difff'rent trial func t ion i!l 
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used, its own unnecessary coillph•xities may (as in our experif'nce) mtroduce 

destructive inputs. 

(vi) It was a!so demonstrated that it 1s ea..<;y to separate the E':fects on the eigen

pf'riod of rotation, of elasticity of the inn<'r core and of compressibility of the 

outer core. In programming, thi.5 is controlled by appropria'e param~:>t<>rs . The ef

fect on the Slichter eigenperiod of liquid core comprPssibility is much smallt · 

(0.6C0) than that of elasticity (9'"t) or rotation (splitting by 120f ). Our results 

reproduce one noted by Smith ( 1976) 

w(m=+l) + w(m=-1) < 2c..:(m=O). 

The 5-hr-eigenperiod Slic hter mode found in the study appears to b(' the only un

dertone which exists in a strictly neutrally-stratified liquid core. Higher undertones 

can be obtained by extending the sean·h range in conjunction with a properly 

modified stability parameter fJ. By 'properly' here we mean that it will ensure the 

(negative) value of p does not make the integrand, in one of the terms of the func

tional, singular at any point in the liquid core (otherwise the variational principle 

must be replaced by a Galerkin procedure applied to the subseismic wave equa

l ion). 

:\s mentioned earli('r, our model is still far from reality in representing the Earth. 

For further understanding of the translational inner core oscillations, we !!hould 

try to include more natural properties of the Earth, roughly in order or probable 

importance: mantle elasticity, non-neutral stratification or the liquid core, higher

degree displacement fields in the solid inner core due to Coriolis coupling , and el

lipticity of the Earth strata. It would also be intert>Sting to compare mappings of 
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E.'igenfunctions obtained by applying thE.' subsE.'ismic approximation, with thosE.' 1( 

Crossley ( 1Qi5) and Smith ( 1Q76). Finally. the sul>s£>ismic approximation itst·lf 

couhi be replaced by the exact two-pott>ntial description of outt>r rort> dynamics 

suggested by Wu and Rochester ( H)QO). 
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Appendix A 

LOAD LOVE NUMBER h ~ / 
OF THE INNER CORE 

The dynamics or a spherical, homogeneous, rotating, ela..'itic innt>r core is governed 

by equa~i0ns (74)-(ii). and boundary ron·Jitions (831, (84) and (8.)). The procedure 

we follow is an extension of that outlined by Lapwood & l"sami I HJ8l , pp. 87- ~8, 

21 g • 220). First we do transforms 

d 
{dr!r(7.j)J -174)}/r = 0. 

d 2 2 
1-d + -]174)- -i75) = o. 

r r r 

we get 

~ 3 d 3 
trL

1
11 + w(w- m wD)H = (r+ mwil)~ + S!J(m+2)(dr + ;ly7, (a.l) 

2 2 6 d 3 
a L 1a + (w + 4r}a = 2(r + mr..·D)H- 5!J(m+2)(dr + ;ly7, (a.2) 

Equation (76) and (77) can be written as 

L2y7 + 82Y7 = 12(Yt - Y3), 

L1y5 = 3r.l, 

where L
1 

and L., are linear operators L (or n = 1, 2 
• n 

(a.3) 

(a.4) 
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d2 2 d n(n+l) 
L =-+-----

" dr2 r dr ,2 

and 

.., t..:(;..~-m0/3) 
sM=----

" tr 

2 
wn(m-2) 

t = ' 
3{12 

Eliminating H from (a. I) and (a.2), we have a single fourth-order ordinary dif-

ferential equation in ~: 

6wn(m+2) ~·(w-3mn)-2r d 3 
+ IL 1 + 2 j( + -)yM = 0, 

Sa2 ;3 or r ' 
(a . .1) 

which suggests a combination of spherical Bessel functions as a solution. Dy ref,.r-

ence to Pekeris & Jarosch 's ( 1058) analytical solutions for a u 1iform non-rotating 

sphere, we assume here 

2 

~ = L Aijl(P{) + Bjl(sr) (a.6.1) 

i== 1 

H = L Lij1(pt) + A/j1(sr) (a.6.2) 

i-1 

2 

1h = L QJ2(P{I + Rj2(sr) (a.6.3) 

i-1 
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2 

Yt - y3 = E K,i21P{) 
i-1 

Substituting (a.6) into (a.l) and using the recurrence relations 

djl(PJ') 1 
--=- jl(p .r) - p .j2(p .r) 

dr r I I I 

dj2(P{l 3 --=-- j,(p.r) + p.j1(p.r) 
dr r * I I I 

we have 

<') •l 3 

!w(..~-mn)- awp .·)L. = (r+ mwn)A . + -wt1(m+2)p .Q .. 
I I I 5 I I 

f) f) 3 
[w(...:-mn)- ,1*s·}M = (r+mwn)B + -wn(m+2)sR 5 

Similarly. from (a.2) we have 

f) 2 f) 6 
!w· + 41'- a n.·JA. . = 2{r+ mwn)L . - - .• lfJ(m+2)p .Q., 

rl I I 5 I I 

and from (a.3) 

~ <') 2 (s•- p .w)Q. = t K ., 
I I I 

i.e. 

From the definition or H, we can write 

(a.6.4) 

(a.7) 

(a.8) 

(aJJ) 

(a.lO) 

(a.ll) 

(a.l2) 
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(a .I:J) 

Differentiate (a.l3) and use (a.6), 

2 2 
L

1
(ry

3
) =~(.A.+ 4L .) j 1(p.r)- r~ pL. j,)(p r) L- I I I L-11 •. 

i=l i=l 

+ (B + 4.\f)j1(sr)- rsMiisr). (a . l ·l) 

By observation we know that the solution of (a.14) bas the following form 

ry3 = ftjl(P{l + fzri2(P{l + /3jl(sr) + /4rj2(sr). 

Then 

Lt(ry3) =-= ftLtitiPtl + /2Ll[rj2(Ptll 

+ /3L1j 1(sr) + /4L1[rj2(sr)J, 

where 

Lljt(P;f) =- P
2
Jt(P{l 

L
1
j

1
(sr) =- s2j 1(sr) 

Ll[rjz(Ptll = 2pJt(P{l- P/rh(p1r) 

Ltfrj2(sr)J = 2sj1(sr)- s2rj2(sr) 

By substituting (a.lS) into (a.l4), the /i's are found to be 

2 A.+2L. 
I I 

It=- L 2 
i-1 Pi 

(a.lfJ.l) 

(a.l5.2) 

(a . l6.1) 

(a . l6.2) 



B+2M 
I=---

:~ ·• 
.\1 

/=-4 8 

s· 

&8 

For bomogt>neous equation L 1(ry3 )=0, there is a gent-·al solution like 

F 
ry3 = Er+-. 

• f) rM 

so we finally baH a solution of y3 

F 1 2 A.i+2Li 
Y3=E+3-;L :.! itiP{I 

r i=l Pi 

Tht>n y
1 

can be obtained from (a.l3) 

d 
y1 = y,:(ry)- rH 

Substituting y1 and y3 into (a.6.4). we have 

3F 2 ·\-Li B-M 2 

- ·3 + "--j2(P{J + --j2(Br) =" KJz(Pt) 
r L- P· 8 L-, 

i=l I i=l 

(a .l6.3) 

(a.l6.4) 

(a.l7) 

(a . l8) 

(a.lQ) 



~o we c:-ondud(' that the a..;sumption of (a.6.4} is nrifit•d, with 

A .-L . 
I I 

K.=--, 
I P· 

I 

B- .\1= o. 
F=O. 

By putting (a.20) into (a. l~) . the lattt>r yit>lds 

t2 (A .-L.) 
I I 

Qi- .., • l 

Pi (s~-p ") 
I 

Then from (a.7) and (a.l) , we obtain two E>Xprt>:- •ioas for Lf\ . 
I I 

L. a 

.-\ . 
I 

L . 
I --------------------.-t. . 
I 

These can be greatly simplified by examining 

(11 .:!0.1) 

I•1 .:W.:!) 

(11 .:!IU) 

(II .:! II 

(u.:?:.n 

(a .21) 

Ir we take w ;::::: 3.f. )( 10-• s"1, (i.e. T = 5 hr), n = 7.3X 10- ~ s" 1
, :J = 3 . .'> X 10:\ m 

wn 
s"1, o >:::::::: IO.OX 103 m s"1, then (7)2 :.:::::::: 5.3X 10- 23 m·2. P/ has a size of 2 X 10- l:\ 

m-2, as suggested in P('keris & Jarosch's non-rotating sulid sphere dynamics 
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lPt·hri~ 8: .Jarosch, 1Q58), then j11::!-p/l is of ordt•r 2X 10-1'1 m-2• and RIIS of 

10 ·~ ) •) ·~ r, 
(a. 2 I) is o( nrder 2 X 10- s--. wht>H'as r+m~ a and ..:·+ tr-o·p • are (l( ordt·r 10 .. 

I 

s·2. Thus (a.22) and (a.23) can be approximated as 

Li r+m .... ·n 
(a.:!:>) -=------A. 

I 

L. 
I 

(a .26) ------
;\. 2(r+rn:...·n) 

I 

Tht>se give a quadratic equation in P/ 

1 q ~ q 

+ ~[(..:•+.tr)f..,·-m .... n)- 2(r+m ... :n)·] = o. (a .27) 
a·a· 

with roots 

(a.28) 

Plaring 8 = ;\[into (a.8) and (a.lO). two more related expresrions are obtained 

(a .2Q) 

~ wn(m + 2)sR = 2[..:2 - muD- tl·s2 - (r + mwn)] Af (a.30) 

i.e. 

(a.31) 
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This will bold only if .\1 = 0, tbPn B = 0, R = 0 follow, and only two tPrm~ an• 

left in a, Hand y7 of (a.6). 

Equation (a..t) indicates a solution with form of 

Substituting y5 into {a.4), N is found as 

2 .4. 
I 

,V=-3rL ~· 
i=l pi 

(a . :~:!) 

J 
.-\dding the g£>neral solution of homog('D£>ous equation L 1 y5 = 0, i.£> . y~ = Gr + -:;. 

rw 

g1ves 

J 2 A. 

L 
•. 

y 5 = Gr +-- 3r -J1(p.r). 
~ ~ I 

r.. . 1 P·w 
a= I 

(a . .1.1) 

Here we are seeking solutions or y .'s which must be regular at r = 0 in a solid 
I 

sphere, this requirement sets J = 0 (f = 0 already). Ht-nce 

I 2 A;+2Li 2 A, 

Y1 = E- ;L 2 i 11P;rl + L p.i21Ptl· 
i=l P; i=l I 

(a .3 I) 

(a .. %) 

(a.36) 

2 A.+L . 
2 I I • 

y1 = t ""' J11(p .r). 
L,_, I 2 2) .. 1 

i-1 Pa" 8 -pi 

( a . .17) 
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Substituting~. II, Y: · Yv Y·, and y7 into t>quatton (741. we obtain 

(,' -== ( r- w2 + 2m:..'il}E, 

so 

(a.38) 

So finally we are left with constants A 1, .-t2 and E to be determined in terms of 

\~(a) by the boundary conditions (8.3), (84) and (85) ( we have dropped an a,f_ 

ditional boundary condition y8 = 0 here since we ignored the Coriolis induced-

toroidal fiE-ld in the inner core}. As defined in (73) and (70), 

dyl 
y,, = X~ + 21l-d 

- r 

dy 
•l 'l •1 1 

( - •> .. -) \ + ·}~-= o - .. iJ P/(.i.l. .. IJ PIC-
dr 

" ., " t -L - 4 ... - ·"' . . 'l J I I 

=o·p1c[" ..tj1(p .r)---~ --j2(p .r)] 
L- • I r zL- P· I 
i-1 O i-1 I 

2 2 2 .-t .-L . 
'l I I 

=rrp1 '" L.j 1(p .r) + -~ --j,(p .r)] ClL- 1 1 rL- P· • 1 

i-1 i-1 I 

(a.40) 



dy5 
y =--ary 

6 dr 1 

sr 2 Li 
= G - 3rE + -"' - j (p r) r L- '.l 1 • 

a=l pi 

Since \~(a) is arbitrary, we set ,~(a) -

boundary condition (84) becomes 

•l - ra· to obtain y
1
(a) -

2 1 2 L; L Ai{-jz(p,.a) + ~~ --;-)j.(p,.a) 
. p.a p.·a· ·"' · 1=1 I I I 

a 2 Pic 4a2 1 Li 
- -l-[j1(p,.a)- -1) -(1- -)j.~lp,.a)]} 

ra• Po(a) a· pia A; • 

w(w-2rr '?)£ 
+ -= -1. r a 

Whereas boundary condition (85) is 

(11 . 11) 

hm' Tht• I t:J. 

(a.-12) 

2 2 Li P 
0

( a) 1 1 2L; 
L ··\{--:;-:;0- \)j1(pia)- -1--j:.!(pia)-~1 + 4)j1(pia)j} 
. p .·a· ·· i Pic P;a p .·a· · i 
1=1 I I 

;.~( .... -2mn) p)a) E 
+I --J-=o. 

r Pic a 

l'sing (86), we can get an expr(>Ssion of h~" I from definition (a.34) 

E 2 1 1 2Li 
h~ I=-+ "'Ail-iz.(p,.a)- --:-::{2 2 1 + -;-)j1(p,.a)] 

a ~ P .a p . a ·"' · a=1 I I I 

(a. ·H) 

Thus (a.43) will be reduced to 
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E 
(a. 11>) <'an be <'hanged by substituting - from (a. ·t4) into 

<l 

Tp (a) 2 1 
o m 

[1- ( -2 ill Jhl , = ~ Ai{-jz(pl.a) 
"" w m PIC L- p .a 

i=l I 

1 2r r Li 
- -[1 + + 2(1- )-J,. (p a)} 

•? .., ·( - '> {.J) ·( -2 fJ) i 1 i . p .·a· "' ..J .. m ~.: w m .~i 
I 

Form t>quation (a.25) and (a.26) W(' will have 

and this n•lation will further <'hange (a.46) into 

Tp (a) 2 1 
[I-

0 
Jh'" '=~A 1-J.,(p .a) 

:.~(;.: -2mnlp/C 1 L- I p a * I 
i=l I 

'2 o) L 1 a- 2.:1* i 
--:; (· ._2 fJ)( 1 + --:;--;-li1(pia)J . 

a"' w • m a· .~i 

:"ow using (a.45) to redu<'e (a.42) as 

and using boundary <'Ondition y
4
(a) = 0 to further reduce (a.49) as 

la.4' ·) 

(a.47) 

(a.48) 



6.5 

P (a) 
o rn 

+1=--h '. 
Pic 1 

(a.50) 

Boundary condition (83) and t>quation (a.48l and (a.50) are basic t>quations from 

which h~ • will be obtained. Those equations cr: .1 be rewrittE'n into the form 

2 L . L . j.)( p .a) 
I I w I 

""Aij1(pia){-;- + 2(1- -A)--. 
1
-

1
} = 0, (a.51) 

L- .~. . p aJ
1 

p .a 
i=1 I I I I 

2 j.)( p a) 2 ·> .J.! L . 
• 1 a -v & 

"".4 .j (pal{ - [1 +---)} 
L- 1 1 1 p aJt(P a) a2 .. ·( .• :-2mn) 0 .! Ai 
i=l 

P (a) 
o m 

=-[1+-h 'J. 
PJc I 

(a :).'l) 

proximation 

(a . ~ I) 

where 
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and other bigber ordl'r quantities in (a . .-,4) WPrf' omittPd. 

Dt·fining .t.j
1
(p .a) =c., then from (a.51) wp get 

I I I 

3 LJ La 
[1+--+.r(l--)J 

2.-tl J AI 

Substituting (a.54) and (a.55) into (a.52) 

Similarly (a.53) turns to be 

·l L ') ,>W • 

" "' I Bl(i) = 1 +--- l'(l+.r .). 
~ 2 A . I 

Q I 

')~2 L . 
"~' I 

EL(i\ = 1 +--- Z(l+.r .), • 2 A . I 
Q I 

3 L . L . 
I I 

XL\i) = 1 + -- + .r (1- -), 
2A . I A . 

I I 
..., 

a· 
l" = w'..:-2mll~. 

5a2 

(a.5~) 

(a .56) 

(aJi7) 
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Divid£> (a})7) hy (a.56) 

P1c-·l..w-2mnl 
C=-----

Tp0(a) 

3 Lz 3 Ll 
w = ( l + .t 1 H -2 - zzl-_t - ( l + .t 2 I -2 - z 1 )--t . 

• -.! • 1 

~ow w~ make another approximation .t . . ......__ 0, (a.58l bt>comt>s 
I 

1 p
0
(aJ pf(_-·( :.~-2mf1) 

--!•--- I 
hm I Pic fp (a) 

1 0 

PJ(j':( ..; - 2mn) Tp
0
(a) } ' 

-- [l- ][1- 1---
Tp (a) PJc•l"" - 2m{]) -td2 

o 1---r 
•l 

3 o• 

•l 

~ .r 
By ljUantities of w, a and() adopt~d Parlier . r ::::::: lj:)OOO, IJut 2 

3o 

I 
- whi<'h al
ti' 

low }'to be omitt~d in the d~nominator of the RHS uf (a .. )Q) . Finally we obtain 

m 
the load Love number h

1 
' 

1 p
0
(a) PJC"(w-2mn) 

-=1--- (1 -+- e). 
hm 1 P1c Tp

0
(al 

1 

where the elastic correction factor is 

(a .60) 
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( a .6ll 



Appendix B 

PROGRAMME CODE FOR 
EIGENPERIOD COMPUTATION 

• The following routines are written 10 FORTRA!'-77. and ex••r11h•d on 

VA..'Xf\ ~fS at Computing Service or Memorial t •ni .. ·ersity of ~t>wfoundlar J. Ex

ecuting time ranges from less than 1 se<'ond to 5 minutes, dt•ppn,iing on the mode 

computed and on the degree of truncation. 

(I) \fain programme EIC;E;\V.\LUE: This programme is ust'd to seareh thr Pig•·n

period or the Slichter mode by computing the valu·· of the dt>terminant d..t(ll) at 

every minute in the range or pb • p~ (using subroutine \':\Ll"E). O .. t" th·~ value or 

det(H) changes sign, it calls a subroutine Fli\'DROOT to loratt' the t' igPnp..riod 

more accurately 

The input consists or end-points or search range (pb·p~) 

1 . m:=O 

2. for p1:=pb.p
1
,1tep 1 

2 . 1 if m=O then 

2 .1 . 1 p
0

:=p1.v
0
=0 

2.1.2 call VALUE(p
0

,vv) 
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2 . 1.3 v
0

:=vv.m:=1 

tlat 

2.1.4 v1 :=0.p1:=pi 

2.1 . 6 call VALUE(p1 .vv) 

2 . 1 . e v
1
=vv 

2. 1.7 if v1•v
0 

< 0 then 

2.1.7 . 1 z0 : =p0 .x1 :~p1 .f0 :=v0 .f 1 :=v 

2.1 .7.2 call FINDROOT(z
0
.x1.f0 .f1) 

tllt 

2.1.7.3 p
0

:=p1.v
0

:=v1 

2 . 2 continue 

3. halt 

(II) Subroutine Fl~l)ROOT(p0, pl' v 
0

, v 1 ): This programme is used to locate the 

t>igenperiod exactly 

The input consists of two points p
0 

and pl' for which v 
0
(p

0
)*v 1(p 1) < 0. 

Paramett>r E is used to stopping calculation 

1· yl:=po• Yo:=y1+0. 2• y2 :=yo 

2. while lp1-y1 1 > E 

2.1 if y1 =;I= y2 

then 

2 . 1.1 d:=((p
0
-p1) (v1/v0)]/(1-v/v

0
) 

2. 1. 2 if 1ign (d, d) =;/= lign (p1-y 1• p1-y 1) 

or ldl > lp1-y11 



il 

then 

2.1 .3 d :=(pl-yl)/2 

2 .2 po:=pl. vo :=v1' pl :=pl-d 

2.3 call VALUE(p1.vd) 

2.4 v1 :=vd, y2:=yo' yo:=y1 

2.6 if v1•v
0 

< 0 

then 

2 . 6 . 1 71 : =po 

2.8 continue 

3 . if lv
0

1 < lv1 1 

then 

3.1 output eigenperiod {p
0

} 

elle 

3 .2 output eigenperiod {p1} 

4 . halt 
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(Ill) Subroutine VALCE(p,vd): CorP-puting the rlemt>nts of the d eterminant at 

pNioci p . Subroutine PIVOT is calle~. to compute the value or the determinant 
I 

Tht• input consists o( period pi, density p, order N and degree L of the trial rune-

ticn , control parameters 'homi' , 'rot' , ' elas' and mode parameter m(-1, 0, +1) 

homi=O: homogenE>ous, incompressible liquid core, p =p (a) 
0 0 

bomi=1 : compressible, neutrally stratified liquid core, p
0
=p

0
(r) 

rot=O: non-rotating 

rot=1 : rotating 

elas=O: rigid inner core 

el3.s=1: elastic inner core 

2. if t111 -::;i: 0 and homi ~ 0 

then 

2 . 1 e : =equation (68) 
4lr po(a) 

3. !.) 
2 :=-<ip (&) (1---) 

s 3 o PJc 

Q :=w 2-(()-2mn~ > (1+e) 
W I 

., 
41f 2 , ., p·(a)a(l+m)! 

4. qrae :=--w (w•- .tJr)i__;_;___ 
3 PJc (1-m)! 

6. N2 :=2N-2 
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8 . for 11: =1. L 

8.1 for ip :=1. N2 

8. 1 . 1 for it: =1. L 

8 .1.1.1 for iq .=1. N2 

1: =ip+N2(11-1) 

j: =iq+N2(ik-1) 

H
11

: =0 

7 . for 1:=1. N2 

7 . 1 for j:=1. N2 

7 . 1 . 1 if i ~ N-1 

then 

7 . 1.1.1 iv : =N+1 

lllt 

7 .1.1. 2 i v : =N-1 

7.1 .2 if j < N-1 

then 

7 .1.2 . 1 jv:=N+1 

dee 

7 .1 .2.2 jv:=N-1 

7 . 1 .3 H
1
j:=qrac•r&i•j-iv-jv 

8. for 11:=1. L 

8.1 for ip:=1. N2 
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8.1.1 for it :=1 , L 

8.1 . 1 . 1 for iq :=l. N2 

8 .1.1 .1.1 i :=(il-1)•N2+ip 

8 . 1 . 1 .1.2 j :=(it-1)•N2+iq 

8.1.1 .1.3 if ip < N-1 

then 

8.1. 1 . 1.3 . 1 iv : =N+1 

elu 

8.1.1.1 . 3.2 iv :=N-1 

8 .1.1 .1.4 if iq < N-1 

then 

8.1.1.1.4 . 1 jv:=N+1 

else 

8.1. 1.1.4.2 jv :=N-1 

8 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 6 PR1: =0 I PR2 : =0. PR3 : =0 . PR4 : =0 

8 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 6 FP : =0 I Fl( : =0 

8 . 1 . 1.1 . 7 if il = ik I then 

FP : =Fact(il+l~m>. FY : =Fact(il-1 ~ m) 

if m=O or (m -:;i: 0 and il > 2) 

then 

PR1 : =PR1+2(11+~ 2•FY 

/(2•11-1) (2•il+1) 2 

PR2 : =PR2+2 (11+~ 2 (i1+1) •FY 

/(2•11-1) (2*il+1) 2 
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PR3 :=PR2 

PR4:=PR4+2(i1+m) 2 (i1+1) 2•FW 

/(2•i1-1)(2•i1+1) 2 

1111 

PR1:=PR1+2(i1-m+1) 2•FP 

/(2•11+3) (2•11+1) 2 

PR2 :=PR2-2•11(i1-m+1) 2•FP 

/(2•11+3)(2•11+1) 2 

PR3:=PR2 

PR4:=PR4•2•112 (i1-m•1) 2•FP 

/(2•11+3) (2•11+1) 2 

8.1.1 .1 .8 1111 if it= il+2, then 

PR1 :=PR1+2(i1-m+1)(it+m)•FP 

/(2•11+1) (2•it+1) (2•i1+3) 

PR2 :=PR2-2•i1(i1-m+1) (ik+m)•FP 

/(2•i1+1) (2•it+1) (2•i1+3) 

PR3:=PR3+2(11-m+1)(it+1)(it+m)•FP 

/(2•11+1) (2•ik+1)(2•il+3) 

PR4 : =PR4-2•i1(il-m+1) (ik+1)(ik+m) 

•FP/(2•il+1)(2•it+1)(2•i1+3) 

8 . 1.1.1.G el11 if it= il-2, then 

PR1 : =PR1+2(il+~(it-m+1)•FY 

/(2•11+1)(2•it+1)(2•il-1) 

PR2:=PR2+2(it-m+1)(il+1)(il+m)•FY 
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PR3 :=PR3-2•it(it-m+1) (il+m)•FW 

/(2•il+1)(2•it+1) (2•il-1) 

PR4 :=PR4-2•it(il+1) (it-m+l) (il+m) 

8.1.1 . 1 . 10 IA : =O. IW :=O. RPA :=O 

8 . 1. 1 . 1 . 11 nn:=ip+iq-iv-jv+1 

8 . 1 . 1 . 1. 12 if homi =1: 0 

then 

8 . 1 . 1 .1.12.1 for ii:=O , ip 

(ip :power of deneity function) 

•1•• 

n:=nn+ii 

if n = 0, then 

RPA :=RPA+p .. 
11 

•(dlog(b)-dlog(a)) 

elee 

RPA :=RPA+pii (b0 

-an) /n 

8.1 . 1 . 1 . 12 .2 if nn = 0, then 

RPA: =RPA+p
0 

(&) 

(dlog(b)-dlog(&)) 
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el11 

RPA: =RPA+p (a) (bnn 
0 

8 . 1.1 .1.13 if il = ik ~hen 

FT : =Fact. (il, m) 

Qw[(ip-iv)(iq-jv)+il(il+1)] 

•RPA•FT/(2•il+1) 

8 .1 .1.1 .14 Ill: =8wa2Q..; •RPA 

•((ip-iv) (iq-jv)•PR1 

+(iq-jv)•PR2+(ip-iv)•PR3+PR4] 

9 . j • : = (2N-2) 

10 . call PIVOT(jt,H ,VD) 

11. out.put. {VD} 

12 . halt. 
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([\') Subroutine PI\'OT(~.H .Jet): computing the value of a detmninant by the 

Gaussian Elimination 

Input Nx N matrix H 

1. 0:=1.0, TINY:=1 .0•10-20 

2 . for i: =1, N 

2.1 MAX:=O 

2.2 for j :=1. N 

if IH1j > MAX 

then 

2.2.1 MAX:=IH1jl 

2.3 if MAX = 0 

1top 

2 .4 V:=1/MAX 

3.forj :=1 , N 

3.1 if j ) 1 

then 

3 . 1.1 for i:=1, j-1 

3.1 . 1 .1 SUN:=H1j 

3 . 1 .1. 2 if i) 1 

thn 

3.1 .1.2 .1 for t:=l, 1-1 

SUY: =SUY-Hik •Hkj 



3 .2 liAX:=O 

3.3 for i:=j. N 

3.3.1 SUW:=H1j 

3.3 . 2 if j > 1 

then 

3.3.2.1 for Jt:=1, j-1 

SUW : =SUW-H11 •H1 j 

3.3.2 .2 H1j :=SUW 

3.3.3 DUY:=V1•1SUWI 

3. 3.4 if DUll > WAX 

then 

3 . 3.4.1 1:=1 

3 . 3.4.2 WAX:=DUU 

3 .4 if j ~ is 

then 

3 .4 . 1 for Jt:=1. N 

3 .4 . 1 . 1 0Ull :=H11 

3 . 4.1.2 H11 :=Hjlt 

3 . 4 . 1 . 3 Hj k: =OUU 

3 .4.2 0 :=-D 

3 . 4 . 3 V 1 : =V j 

3 .6 INDIX :=l 
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3 .8 if j ~ N 

then 

3 . e . 1 u H J {o 

3 .8. 1.1 HJJ :=TINY 

3. e. 2 DUW:=1/Hjj 

3 .8.3 for i:=j+1. N 

4 . if Hnn = 0 

4 1 H ·=TINY · nn · 

6 . DETLOG:=O. SIGN :=1 

.5. for i :=1. N 

8. 1 DETLOG:=DETLOG+DLOG10(1H1i l) 

8 .2 sign :=•ign•H11/IH1il 

7 . iE:=idint(DETLOG) 

B. DETLOG :=DETLOG-DFLOAT(iE) 

10 . output {Det} 

11. halt 
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lk+ml' 
(V) Function FACT(k,m): computing ratio of fa<'torials -

(k-ml' 

Input integer k, m 

1. j 1 :=k+a, j 2 :=k-a, QL :=1 .0, QJ :=1 . 0 

2 . while j 1 > 1 

2 . 1 1 : =1, N1 : =0 

2 . 2 N1 :=1+1 

2 .4 if N1 < j 1 

then 

2 . 4 . 1 1 : =N 1, N 1 : =0 

2 .4.2 go to 2.2 

3 . while j 2 > 1 

3 . 1 j : = 1. N2 : =0 

3 . 2 N2 :=j +1 

3.3 QJ :=QJ•N2 

3 . 4 if N2 < j 2 

then 

3.4.1 j :=1, N2 :=0 

3 .4.2 go to 3 . 2 

4 . Fact : =QL/QJ 

6 . output {Fact} 

e. halt 






